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1. Summary

In this supplemental material, we elaborate on the de-
tails of the proposed approach and experimental validation
setup. In Section 2, we begin by supplementing the descrip-
tion of data processing provided in Section 3.1 of the main
paper with an explicit illustration of the subtitle processing
outcome. Next, we define the regularization losses in Sec-
tion 3. Then, in Section 4, we give a more detailed descrip-
tion of the used baselines. Finally, we present the additional
ablation studies in Section 5.

2. Subtitle processing

To train StepFormer, we derive supervision from video
subtitles (or narrations), as described in Section 3.1 of the
main paper. More precisely, we run the narrations through
punctuation [7] and co-reference resolution [6] modules,
followed by a dependency parser to discover verb-phrases
of the form verb+(prt)+dobj+(prep+pobj). As a result, we
transform long subtitle text into an ordered sequence of verb
phrases, some of which describe groundable actions and
procedure steps occurring in the video. We demonstrate an
example of the verb phrase extraction in Figure 1, and addi-
tionally highlight the phrases that were matched to step slots
during training (in the last epoch). This example, confirms
that a subset of the extracted verb phrases indeed contain
important information about procedure steps. Notably, most
of the relevant verb phrases get selected by Drop-DTW for
supervision, as shown in the underlined steps on the right of
Figure 1.

3. Regularization losses

As described in Section 3.3 of the main paper, we train
StepFormer with verb phrases supervision and employ two
extra regularizers, acting on the step slots.

Diversity regularizer. The first regularizer, Ldiv, enforces
diversity among step slots. Precisely, given the step slots
s ∈ RK×d extracted from video v ∈ RN×d using the trans-
former, T , i.e., s = T (v), the diversity regularizer encour-
ages low cosine similarity among the step slots si as fol-
lows:

Ldiv =
1

K(K − 1)

K∑
i=1

∑
j ̸=i

cos(si, sj), (1)

Where K is the number of predicted slots. The diver-
sity regularizer promotes slot diversity and improves perfor-
mance by removing duplicate slots as validated in Table 3
of the main paper.

Smoothness regularizer. The second regularizer, Lsmooth,
enforces that step slots attend to video content smoothly.
Intuitively, due to natural video continuity, we expect the
attention of step slots in the video to change smoothly, and
be similar for close frames. Given the video, v ∈ RN×d,
and the corresponding step slots, s ∈ RK×d, the attention,
a ∈ RN×K , of all steps in the video is defined as follows:

a = softmax(cos(v, s)/γ), (2)

where γ = 0.03 is the softmax temperature, softmax is
taken along the last dimension, and cos(v, s) ∈ RN×K is a
matrix of cosine similarities, i.e. cos(v, s)ij = cos(vi, sj).

To define the regularizer on the attention vectors, we
draw inspiration from the video representation learning lit-
erature [3]. In particular, we require that, for a given atten-
tion vector ai ∈ RK (at frame i), the attention vectors ak of
the neighboring frames, i.e. ∥i − k∥ ≤ M , are similar, and
the attention vectors, aj of distant frames, i.e. ∥i−j∥ > M ,
are dissimilar, where M is the size of the positive neighbor-
hood. We implement this requirement using the MIL-NCE
contrastive loss on the attention according to
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hello this video here will be a  demonstration on how to disassemble a  802 keyless remote 
this also includes  how to replace the battery now first we  want to start by doing this is a 
three  button remote here so as the lock unlock  buttons and also the panic button on the  
rear of it now you can see here it's a  little harder to see on the video but  there's actually a 
little cut out I'll  just put the case now you can take a  flat screwdriver or possibly just a thin  
coin and just pop it in there what you  want to do is actually just pry it open  now if you're 
having a little trouble  you can go around the outside here if  it's stuck together just to pop it 
open  so you can see you have the back half  here now just for the battery itself  here what 
you want to do actually is  continue with the button just pushing on  them here just to push 
the whatever  house actually is a rubber case that  goes all the way around that houses the  
circuit board itself so I simply just  pull the part of the circuit board like  there then you can 
slide the battery out  itself now the battery number is two  zero three two now when placing 
a new  battery you want to make sure the  positive side goes up now the battery is  marked 
but it's also the flat side of  the battery that side there's actually  the negative side now it also 
shows on  the circuit board right here right at  the top here does say where the battery  the 
positive side does goes up there too  so it also has markings on here now if  you do have any 
contact problems you can  actually bend these little tabs up here  I just in the bottom side 
there just to  give it a little more pressure on the  battery itself now as to continue on  further 
removal of the key fob assembly  here you can peel the rubber out here  see that just slides 
in there now the  buttons actually just pop out on their  own  now the unlock button here 
does go on  the bottom here like so but it also does  have a little tab on the top side there  or 
slides into a little cutout right  there  now as for the panic button itself it  does slide in with a 
rubber here it  actually does slide them to a groove  itself so we actually want to do is just  
sometimes you can get this with your  finger here and pop the rubber out  itself see there it's 
through rear a  gasket oh and then the rear panic button  now this is it for my tutorial video if  
you have any comments or questions  please don't hesitate to post them also  rate and 
subscribe to my channel thank  you for watching  you

Full Subtitles Text

1. disassemble remote
2. replace the battery
3. do this
4. put the case
5. take a flat screwdriver
6. do what
7. have a little trouble
8. have the back half for the battery
9. do what
10. push the whatever house
11. pull the part
12. slide the battery
13. place a new battery
14. have markings
15. have any contact problems
16. bend these little tabs
17. give a little more pressure
18. peel the rubber
19. have a little tab
20. get this
21. pop the rubber
22. have any comments

Extracted Verb Phrases

Figure 1. Verb-phrase extraction from subtitles. (left) Original video subtitles. (right) Verb phrases extracted from the subtitles. The
underlined verb phrases are the ones chosen by Drop-DTW for step slot supervision at end of training.

Method Unsup. Segmentation Zero-shot Localization
F1 Prec. Rec. MoF IoU Prec. Rec. MoF

Ours (24 slots) 27.9 21.4 40.5 45.3 21.6 30.9 44.2 66.4
Ours (48 slots) 26.5 20.7 39.8 40.6 24.2 34.1 40.1 67.7
Ours (2 layers) 23.2 18.4 34.1 39.6 14.9 24.9 26.8 68.1
Ours (4 layers) 27.8 21.4 41.2 43.6 20.8 28.9 38.8 67.4
Ours (8 layers) 26.6 22.0 39.7 42.5 22.7 32.4 45.5 66.7
Ours (6 layers, 32 slots) 28.3 22.1 42.0 41.9 23.7 32.9 43.1 67.1

Table 1. Ablation study of StepFormer’s training and inference
components on CrossTask.

Lsmooth = − log
1

L

L∑
i=1

∑
j∈Pi

f(ai,aj)∑
l∈I f(ai,al)

, (3)

Where I is the set of L frame indices sampled at random,
Pi is a subset of I indices that form a positive pair with
i, i.e. lie in the positive neighborhood of M frames, and
f(x, z) = exp(cos(x, z)/γ), where γ = 0.03 is a scaling
temperature.

4. Baselines

To verify the effectiveness of StepFormer, we compare
our model to three baselines: Kukleva et al. [2], Elhamifar
et al. [1], and Shen et al. [5]. We consider all the baselines as
weakly-supervised, as they use information about the video
task label during training. Kukleva et al. [2] and Elhami-
far et al. [1] train a model purely from video; thus, we use
these baselines only in unsupervised step localization (Sec-
tion 4.2 of the main paper). More similar to StepFormer,
Shen et al. [5] extract prototypes from a video on the fly and

supervises them with text subtitles. In principle, their pro-
totypes should follow the temporal order and be alignable
with text features, similar to our step slots. Hence, we com-
pare StepFormer to Shen et al. also in the zero-shot step
localization setup (Section 4.3 of the main paper). While
Elhamifar et al. directly uses video task labels for super-
vision, Kukleva et al. and Shen et al. use such labels im-
plicitly, i.e. they train a separate model for each task using
only the videos that belong to that task. In this work, we
adapt the methods of Kukleva et al. and Shen et al. to com-
pletely unsupervised training (i.e. without video labels), by
merging all tasks (and their videos) into a single dataset-
level task, thereby not revealing the task-specific labels dur-
ing training. Unlike StepFormer, all the baseline methods
must be trained and tested on the same dataset (as they learn
task-specific step prototypes), and cannot generalize to new
data. For direct comparison with StepFormer, we train all
the baselines using the same video features [4], and fix the
same training and testing splits in every dataset.

5. Ablation study
In this section, we complement Section 4.4 of the main

paper with additional ablations of StepFormer components
on the CrossTask dataset. Specifically, we vary the num-
ber of transformer decoder layers and the number of out-
put step slots used to describe a video, and report the re-
sults in Table 1. First, as the table demonstrates, increas-
ing the number of transformer layers to 6, i.e. the default
value used in the main paper, helps improve the perfor-



mance. However, further increasing the number of layers
actually hurts. We attribute this effect to optimization diffi-
culty of larger models. Second, using 32 step slots to solve
unsupervised step localization seems to be optimal for unsu-
pervised step discovery and localization. However, to solve
zero-shot step localization, more step slots seem to work
better. We attribute the increased zero-shot step localiza-
tion performance with 48 slots to the improved text-to-slot
matching step, as 48 slots offer more freedom in the match-
ing. Nevertheless, we elect to use the setup consisting of 6
layers and 32 step slots as it offers a good compromise in
terms of performance on both target tasks.
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